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JOSHUA GREINER’S 2023 
INITIATIVES 

Faith Church West 
1. Seek to faithfully grow FCW to 500 average attendance.  
2. Have two successful Intro to Faith’s that have at least 35 people in them.  
3. Have all the Faith Group members come into my home at least once per year.  
4. Have all the leaders at Faith Church West into my home at least once per year.  
5. Work to have 75% of adults in a Faith Group/Small Group at FCW or another FC Group.  
6. Start at least one new Faith Group, DV, with Dylan Lundy.  
7. Consider with Dylan if we should start an 11:00 ABF at FW.  
8. Consider how we can bring a FCI class to FCW on Wednesday nights, with an emphasis on Theology.  
9. Consider ways to develop the relationships at Faith Church West to form authentic community.  
10. Plan to have cards regularly sent to members once a year.  
11. Plan to institute quarterly, “Have you seen?” Reports for FCW.  
12. Grow FCW’s participation in community-based outreach ministries such as NYES, ToT, and others.  
13. Grow FCW’s participation in “one church” actives like CFN, LN, etc.  
14. Look for at least two specific and strategic times to reinforce the core values of FCW with congregation.  
15. Serve on the One Church at Three Locations Committee.  
16. Serve on the Review of Core Documents Committee for the church.  

Faith West Community Center  
1. Seek to grow fitness membership by 3-5% YOY 
2. Seek to improve community knowledge of the FWCC 
3. Provide Support for: Spring Picnic and New Year’s Eve Spectacular, and lead Trunk or Treat.  
4. Have at least one activity each month with WLFD as I serve as Chaplin 
5. Consider ways to get FCW and other campus families involved in serving at the CC more.  
6. Consider ways to help college students and those who worship at FCW to have a parish ministry mindset.  
7. Consider what steps need to be taken to steward the building as it turns 10 years old. Consider a 10-year celebration.  
8. Consider ways to deploy Jen Clarke more as a leader in the Community Center.  

Faith Biblical Counseling Ministry 
1. Grow in my overall leadership of Faith Biblical Counseling Ministries. 
2. Work with Jeremy and his team to consider the new website design.  
3. Monday Counseling Ministry  
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a. Seek to develop at least two new ACBC trained and certified counselors for Monday Program from within the 
congregation of Faith Church.  

b. Aid Pastors Mora, J. Aucoin, Reeder, and Gomez in getting ACBC Certified.  
c. Review all legal documents, policies, and procedures for FBCM and work on the counseling committee.  
d. Consider what it would look like to have regular training with the Monday Counseling staff.  
e. Review all consent to counsel forms and make recommendation changes based on most recent best practice. 
f. Consider how to advertise to the community the availability of the counseling ministry  

4. BCTC 
a. Finalize Plans and Lectures for Track 7: Marriage and Reconciliation Specializations.   
b. Work on 2025 Schedule and Speakers  
c. Work with Ross Reeder and the new interns to train them on the BCTC.  
d. Bring Track 7 in line with other tracks for virtual option in February conference.  

5. Brand Recognition and Promotion  
a. Work with Media Team to raise name awareness of FBCM and the various training options that we have by 

mailings and social media. 
b. Attending several conferences and promoting new training opportunities and work with other team 

members to attend other conferences.  
6. General Ministry Improvement  

a. Provide help and assistance to launch new Video Observation Videos  
b. Work with Pastor Viars to develop plan for Virtual Case Observation Class 
c. Evaluate and work with other ministry divisions, based on current best practices, if all the counseling that 

happens at Faith should adopt standard practices for release forms, note retention, and other policies.  
7. Faithfully manage the budget of FBCM and work with Pastor Viars to realign as needed.  

Faith Bible Seminary 
I. Consider what, if any, changes need to be made to BC507 and teach the class. 

II. Consider what, if any, changes need to be made to M.Div. 503 and teach the class.  
III. Oversee any persons needing supervision in BC BC701.  
IV. Faithfully Teach BC 750 and 751, and consider what changes need to be made for next time.  
V.  Faithful serve in Final Exam Grading.  

VI. Work with Pastor Aucoin and other pastors to begin to raise up next group of interns  
 

Miscellaneous  
I. Finalize prospectus for PhD and begin work on Dissertation  

II. Serve as Fellow for ACBC and teach at ACBC’s 2023 Conference.  Seek to shepherd 6 people through certification.  
III. Serve on the FCDC Board as needed.  
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